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Can you imagine experiencing the part of you that
has been untouched by violence, abuse, trauma,
hurt and pain? There is a journey beyond merely
surviving abuse. It is the Journey to the Real You -the amazing place where positive energy flows and
you are a THRIVER! The Thriver Workbook: Journey
from Victim to Survivor to Thriver! is an invaluable
book to help you take the critical next-step from
survivor to thriver! It contains the motivational
guidance Susan Omilian has successfully used in
her My Avenging Angel Workshops(tm) since 2001.
With easy-to-use worksheets, interactive writing
exercises and inspirational success stories from
those who have survived abuse, The Thriver
Workbook takes the reader step-by-step, chapter-bychapter, through the exercises, writing prompts and
interactive activities that women enjoy in Susan's twoday workshop. Also shared in the book are Thriver
Success Stories, by women who have survived
domestic violence and are now thriving. Visit Susan's
website at www.thriverzone.com for more
information about Susan, her workshops and her
workbook.
She was born with a trusting nature, searching for
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her own identity within her family structure and in her
own life. Unfulfilled and desperately seeking
approval from those whom she loved and respected,
Kathy naively placed her trust in the wrong person
and soon found herself in a physically abusive
relationship. Now she must find the strength to pick
up the pieces of her brokenness and turn back to the
only One who can put her together again—the Lord.
InA Vision Beyond AbuseKathy Goodhew candidly
writes about her fight to escape from the chains of
abuse and find her way to peace. For anyone who
struggles with pain from a broken past, know that
you're not alone. Learn, along with Kathy, to find a
vision beyond abuse and never give up hope in
Jesus and the cross, where his grace pardons all
sin.
Making sure that your nonprofit is going to be around
long-term requires financial leadership. This means
creating a financial vision for your organization and
planning how you'll get there. Financial Leadership
for Nonprofit Executives gives you the framework,
specific language, and processes to lead with
confidence. With it, you'll learn how to protect and
grow the assets of your organization and accomplish
as much mission as possible with those resources.
The good news is you don't have to be a trained
accountant, earn an MBA, or have run a for-profit
business in another lifetime. You already have many
of the skills it takes to be a financial leader. This
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useful guide makes the process understandable and
doable. You'll find clear, logical steps to learn how to
get accurate financial data?in a format you can
understand; use financial data to evaluate your
organization's health; plan around a set of
meaningful financial goals; and communicate
progress on these goals to your staff, board, and
external stakeholders. You'll also find five
foundational financial leadership principles; three
overarching questions every financial leader needs
to be able to answer (and where to find those
answers); two fundamental budgeting principles; and
five steps to building a strong annual budget. At the
end of each chapter is an evaluation tool. You can
rate how your organization is doing relative to the
component of financial leadership covered in each
chapter. Each attribute is scored as being red,
yellow, or green. ?Red” items are below standard
and require immediate attention; ?yellow” items are
widely practiced though not generally ideal; and
?green” items are considered best practice. Over
time, as you and your partners on the board and
staff move the organization toward ?green” in each
of these areas, you will create an environment in
which financial leadership can flourish.
Practical and easy to use, Conducting Successful
Focus Groups gives you the practical guidance to do
focus groups using little more than staff or volunteer
time and the cost of refreshments. In ten easy-toPage 3/27
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follow steps, you'll learn how to plan and conduct
focus groups and, most importantly, how to put the
results into action: 1. Create a focused purpose
statement 2. Set up a realistic timeline 3. Decide
who and how many participants to invite 4. Generate
questions that'll get the information you need 5.
Write a focus group script 6. Choose a facilitator 7.
Find a location that puts people at ease 8. Run the
focus group 9. Put the results into action. Each step
is followed by a task statement that sums up what
you need to do before moving on. Examples,
worksheets, answers to frequently asked questions,
and an annotated bibliography make the job even
easier. People feel flattered when you ask for their
opinions; in fact, most love to tell you what they
think. With Conducting Successful Focus Groups,
you'll have the tools to use focus groups effectively
and make better-informed plans.
Many people face various life's challenges. Often
those challenges they face are sparked by an
underlying past childhood issue. Many people think
that life is over for them. They grow hopeless in
every situation not realizing they are not the only one
who have gone through a hurtful past. This book is
written to give a testimony of one-person's journey
through childhood sexual, physical, and emotional
abuse, as well as neglect, abandonment, and
rejection. In addition, domestic violence (family
violence), and rape (sexual assault). Her courageous
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story speaks to the truth that God is a healer and His
Word works. God's love is the most powerful force at
work in our lives. Let her testimony of God's love,
favor, and mercy minister to you and use it as
motivation to step out in faith and receive your
healing. There is no emotional pain that God is
unable to heal. All things are possible with God. You
can live beyond the hurts and the pains of your past.
You Can Live Beyond Abuse!
For the first time, writers and practitioners in infant
and older placed adoptions have come together to
explore the similarities and differences between
these two groups.
In the world of recovery, there has been a shift from
using the word "victim" to "survivor" when describing
those who have been abused. While moving from
victim to survivor is an important step in the healing
process, it does not go far enough in framing an
identity that leads to letting go of the pain of abuse
and finally feeling normal.In this Facilitator's Guide to
Beyond Surviving, author Rachel Grant, a sexual
abuse recovery coach, provides a step-by-step guide
for leading a Beyond Surviving Course. The goal of
the course is to guide survivors in reaching the final
stage of recovery.Based on cognitive behavioral
techniques, neurological science, the power of
language to heal, and Grant's personal journey, the
Beyond Surviving Course teaches survivors how to
actively challenge and break the patterns of thought
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and behavior that result from sexual abuse. It
explores how different areas of life are impacted by
abuse and communicates valuable skills for gaining
a new perspective that inspires action and change. It
provides an opportunity to reflect and practice these
new skills through exercises and
assignments.Beyond Surviving facilitators learn how
to enable survivors of sexual abuse to take back
their rights and realize their own ability to make
powerful choices about who they are and how they
live. Participants will reach the final stage of recovery
and begin living authentically and free from the
burdens of past experiences.
In January 2004 a newly founded evangelical
organization called PASCH was formed. The word
denotes the Passover or time of new
beginnings--when God kept people safe in their own
homes before leading them into freedom from abuse
and oppression. Yet the word PASCH also stands
for Peace and Safety in the Christian Home. PASCH
began as a small group of therapists, sociologists,
domestic-violence experts, clergy, biblical scholars,
survivors--and dedicated Christians. In essence,
PASCH was born out of the cries, confusion, and
frustration of the people of God. As we encountered
many horrifying situations of domestic abuse in
Christian homes, those of us who seek to address
various aspects of the issue concluded that we
needed a fellowship of concerted study, prayer, and
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action. It was the dream of Catherine Clark Kroeger
that an edited book might emerge from the 2005 and
2006 PASCH conferences in order that the papers,
presentations, and discussions might be widely
available. We found that to make that happen, we
needed to work together: that each of us possessed
one piece of the puzzle, and that by God's grace we
could collectively begin to put the pieces together.
The topic of abuse is ugly, which is why so many
Christians shy away from discussing it. But in this
volume we have tried to present an accurate, faithbased analysis of abuse in the Christian family
context. We hope that various chapters stimulate
discussion--sometimes debate--and in so doing
prompt pastor and people to action. We call on you
the reader to consider the various ideas and
perspectives offered throughout the book. Hopefully
each chapter will prompt you to consider afresh how
you conceptualize violence among families of faith.
Like you, the reader, the contributors to our
collection come from various faith traditions, work in
different contexts, and see the issue in part based on
their own narrative and training. Yet, despite our
differences--and our ongoing debates--we are
unanimous that violence has no place in the home.
Every home should be a safe place; every home a
shelter. When abuse occurs in families of faith, it is
the responsibility of the church to offer compassion
and support to victims and to call those who act
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abusively to accountability and justice. Our edited
collection includes · Dan Allender speaking from the
heart about the impact of the fall on relationships
between men and women; · Al Miles reflecting on his
pastoral experience of the difficulties and
opportunities of speaking out against violence in
Christian families; · Bruce and Karen McAndlessDavis offering one couple's story of the long journey
toward accountability and dramatic change; · Julie
Owens retelling her own dramatic story of abuse, the
life imprisonment of her ex-partner and what she
wished every pastor knew about domestic violence.
"Do You Believe in Signs: Journey Beyond and
Back" can make a huge difference in our future as
peoples on this planet.
This book's mission is to encourage survivors of any
type of abuse to take a personal, conscious healing
journey. While the focus is predominantly on sexual
abuse, this book offers tools for everyone to break
through what is locked up in the subconscious and
the unconscious. It's about changing the unknown to
the known, in which we can all find aspects that our
souls have been crying out for.
Can you imagine experiencing the part of you that
has been untouched by violence, abuse, trauma,
hurt and pain? There is a journey beyond merely
surviving abuse. It is the "Journey to the Real You" the amazing place where positive energy flows and
you are a THRIVER! "The Thriver Workbook:
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Journey from Victim to Survivor to Thriver!" is an
invaluable book to help you take the critical next-step
from survivor to thriver! It contains the motivational
guidance Susan Omilian has successfully used in
her "My Avenging Angel Workshops " since 2001.
With easy-to-use worksheets, interactive writing
exercises and inspirational success stories from
those who have survived abuse, "The Thriver
Workbook" takes the reader step-by-step, chapter-bychapter, through the exercises, writing prompts and
interactive activities that women enjoy in Susan's twoday workshop. Also shared in the book are Thriver
Success Stories, by women who have survived
domestic violence and are now thriving. Visit Susan's
website at www.thriverzone.com for more
information about Susan, her workshops and her
workbook.
How to manage tech support (and keep your sanity!)
One day you unjammed the printer and saved the
day. But now, somehow, all technology resources
have become your responsibility! The Accidental
Techie shows you how to create a support system
that will help your organization use technology more
effectively and make your day-to-day life less hectic.
Step-by-step guidance to creating an effective
support system This hands-on guide walks you
through five projects that, when completed, will give
you a comprehensive and usable support system for
conducting a technology inventory, assessing and
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supporting staff, assessing and buying technology,
protecting your organization from disasters and data
loss, and managing your role. You don’t have to
tackle the projects all at once or in any particular
order. Dive in where it makes sense for you.
""Techie Tools"" make this guide even more useful
You’ll find ready-to-use templates, worksheets, and
sample policies; 135 resources on topics such as
funding, discussion groups, application service
providers, web site development, and donor
management software; a security policy checklist;
steps for creating a database that gives you the
reports you need; and a glossary of terms every
techie should know. How to get technology funding A
special chapter on funding reveals five questions
most funders ask to judge technology requests, and
gives you tips for creating a compelling request.
Build management support for your work Many
accidental techies face the challenge of influencing
major organizational policies and procedures without
real authority to do so. Board members and
managers can use this book to understand and
support your work. Ultimately, better managed
technology leads to better services. Whether you're
new to all this or a veteran, The Accidental Techie if
your ally. Use it and start making your life easier
today
Learn from the experiences of these program sites to
develop better services for women with co-occurring
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disorders and histories of violence This book
explores the efforts of the Women, Co-Occurring
Disorders and Violence Study to address the
significant lack of appropriate services for women
trauma survivors with co-occurring mental health and
substance use disorders. Experts describe the
services integration programs of nine participating
sites that address the multiple needs of these
women. In this guide, you will find useful strategies
for integrating services that are responsive to the
strengths and needs of the individual as well as the
community. This vital resource examines how—over a
period of five years—sites designed, implemented,
and evaluated their interventions. You will learn how
sites developed their strategies for integrating
services at both the clinical/individual level and at the
services or systems level. The book also shows how
trauma-informed, gender-specific, culturally
competent care fosters treatment that is sensitive to
related issues such as children and parenting,
interpreting culture cues, and socioeconomic
difficulties. In Responding to Physical and Sexual
Abuse in Women with Alcohol and Other Drug and
Mental Disorders, you will learn about the details of
nine different programs, including: Franklin County
Women’s Research Project—a collaborative project
for rural women, designed and operated by local
consumer/survivor/recovering women (CSRs) The
Triad Women’s Project—a semi-rural comprehensive
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system of care to respond to the needs of women
and children The Women Embracing Life and Living
(WELL) Project-interventions include trauma,
parenting, systems integration and mutual help
groups with Integrated Care Facilitators providing
resource coordination and advocacy services
PROTOTYPES, Centers for Innovation in Health,
Mental Health, and Social Services—the three levels
of integration the Systems Change Center
implemented the Boston Health Commission—an
integrated model of trauma-informed services
culturally and linguistically appropriate for its service
population of primarily poor Latina and African
American women Palladia’s Portal Project—a
comprehensive trauma-informed intervention
designed to put trauma and safety first to assist
women remaining in treatment Arapahoe House’s
New Directions for Families—a family-oriented
intervention for women and their dependent children
Allies—comprehensive, integrated services for
women as well as intervention for their children,
ages 5-10 The District of Columbia Trauma
Collaboration Study (DCTCS)—a two-phase project
addressing the needs of dually diagnosed women
trauma survivors Responding to Physical and Sexual
Abuse in Women with Alcohol and Other Drug and
Mental Disorders provides you with first-hand
accounts of the process by which programs and
service systems were transformed. As challenges
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were met and strategy was adapted to “real world”
situations, the sites discussed in this text found new
and improved methods for helping this unique group
of women. The book offers tips, solutions, and
possibilities to mental health professionals,
substance abuse professionals, and domestic
violence professionals, and even patients and/or
clients searching for support.
In Journey Beyond Hardship, author Greg Pacini
offers a down-to-earth and compelling manual for
making your way through difficult times. You may be
fighting with all your might to leave an abusive
relationship or to recover from an addiction. Your
body may be altered by illness or injury, and the
adjustment may seem more than you can bear.
Miscarriage may have you mourning more than you
imagined possible. You may be picking up the
pieces of your life after a natural disaster. You may
be heartbroken. You may be a target of prejudice.
You may be in terror at the news of a diagnosis. You
may be struggling after months without work. Your
life may feel empty for some clear reason or no
reason at all. Whatever the source, if something
continues to be hard for you, then it is hardship.
Difficult thoughts and feelings come with difficult
times. As a guide for these tough times, Journey
Beyond Hardship not only provides a road map for
the trip—it offers concrete tools for making your way.
One technique called Reading the Edges allows you
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to experience emotions without being overwhelmed
by them. Hope can be hard to come by during times
of trauma and tragedy. Journey Beyond Hardship
introduces a science-based means for generating
hope. Hardship is part of the human condition. So is
the human spirit to overcome.
God's love is steadfast for survivors who chose to leave
an abusive marriage but still suffer the aftershocks When
someone leaves an abusive marriage, life isn't instantly
fixed. Women who have experienced domestic violence
feel shattered. Because of the trauma they've been
through, a bond with their abuser has formed that keeps
them tied together long after they've physically left.
Karen DeArmond Gardner understands these difficulties
all too well. She tackled all the same struggles when she
left her own abusive marriage. And she intimately knows
what women in this situation need in order to gain
freedom from the lies of abuse-to be reborn as the
people God longs for them to be. Hope for Healing from
Domestic Abuse isn't a how-to book with a few easy
steps. Instead, it's a biblically based map for a long
journey to healing. By recounting her own history--as
well as the faithfulness of God when she was willing to
follow His direction--Karen helps readers: discover there
is life beyond abuse recognize God's relentless pursuit of
their heart gain courage to release the trauma of their
past regain life, hope, and wholeness in Jesus's healing
love Gardner's inside perspective, strong voice, and
incredible, vulnerable story of deliverance from the
bonds of abuse allow readers to find themselves in her
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words and feel heard at last. She puts hope back in their
hands, with the assurance that God loves them deeply
and wants them to know they aren't defined by their
trauma, their past, or their brokenness.
Create compelling women's groups that deal effectively
with domestic abuse Journey Beyond Abuse and its
accompanying participant's journal, Moving Beyond
Abuse, give you complete tools for facilitating a powerful
group with life-changing results. Used together, these
unique books can help you create a program where
women increase their understanding of the dynamics of
abuse, feel less alone and isolated, feel empowered to
make positive choices, and have a greater awareness to
channels of safety. Adapt this flexible program to your
group's specific needs No two groups are the same.
Journey Beyond Abuse gives you twenty-one group
sessions, which you can combine to create groups of
differing length and focus. The sessions are based on
the successful program developed by the Amherst H.
Wilder Foundation which had been used with more than
1,200 women. You'll get detailed instructions on how to
facilitate each session including its goals, format,
activities, and important issues that the session raises for
both the participants and facilitators. This practical guide
also includes an overview of the history, philosophy, and
goals of this model and how to best use the program;
information and tips on how to handle 28 special issues
such as child care, safety and protection, and substance
abuse; facilitation techniques, cofacilitation, intake and
individual counseling, and recommended policies and
procedures; useful appendices including reproducible
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forms such as a women's domestic abuse summary
sheet, her goals and strengths, self-care plan; and much
more.
Sarah Freed has captured within her poetry the essence
of a damaged soul on its journey to repair and
transformation. The corrosive impact of abuse and the
regeneration of the soul through the development of selfcompassion and healing is depicted beautifully and
simply. This is a book for anyone struggling to come to
terms with their own abuse or for loved ones, friends or
those working with survivors of abuse. It offers hope and
a way forward for a more fulfilling, enriched life.
The first book on the topic. Following an overview of
different forms of feminism, and an introduction to
feminism in music therapy, part one deals with the
sociological implications of feminist worldviews of music
therapy. Part two examines clinical work from a feminist
perspective. Part three critically reflects on significant
aspects of music therapy that relate to feminism,
including the use of mother concepts, gender roles,
gender messages in the song literature, the competitive
separation of music therapy practices, and the
representation of women in music, healthcare, and music
therapy. Part four focuses on specific areas of training in
music therapy from a feminist perspective including
pedagogy, supervision, assessment, research, and
ethics.
The step-by-step guide to turning any neighborhood
around A weak local economy can be strengthened. A
run-down neighborhood of boarded-up storefronts, litterstrewn sidewalks, high unemployment, and poorlyPage 16/27
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maintained housing can be transformed. An entire
community can be lifted up. Mihailo (Mike) Temali knows
this first-hand. He has spent nearly twenty years working
in community-based economic development, helping
cities as diverse as St. Paul, Minnesota, and Santiago,
Chile. In this concrete, practical, jargon-free handbook,
he describes a proven way to make any community a
better place to live. Comprehensive, realistic, and easyto-use If you don't already have a community economic
development (CED) organization in place, Temali tells
you how to set one up. Then he defines four pivot points
that are crucial to neighborhood economies: 1)
Revitalizing your commercial district; 2) Developing
microbusinesses; 3) Developing your community
workforce; and 4) Growing good neighborhood jobs. He
explains how to choose your first pivot point, then guides
you through the process of tackling each one. True
stories of successful CED provide inspiration. Sidebars
explore related issues: dealing with gentrification, finding
potential partners, supporting microentrepreneurs, and
more. Other CED professionals share their insights in
?From the Field” notes. Appendices point you toward
useful resources, show you how to use the Internet to
research your regional economy, and include dozens of
worksheets that will help you move from reading about
CED to doing it. The Community Economic Development
Handbook is precisely what you need to turn your
neighborhood around!
This 52-week journal of self-exploration, liberation, and
empowerment helps survivors tap into the power of what
they know. Breaking the silence with the tangible force of
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the written word, it helps transform debilitating
experiences into firm foundations on which we can
thrive, not merely survive. Brady offers proven tools and
techniques -- from reading and writing to visualization
and taking concrete action -- that can either begin a
healing journey or enhance an existing recovery process.
Each weekly entry in this one-year journal begins with a
brief reflection on a vital topic followed by a suggestion
for writing and a powerful visualization exercise.
This practical guide shows you what really does (and
doesn't) contribute to community building success. It
reveals 28 keys to help you build community more
effectively and efficiently. You won't find another single
report that pulls out common lessons from across
community building initiatives about what works. You can
use this report to find out what community characteristics
contribute to successful community building, make sure
key processes such as communications and technical
assistance are in place, determine if community leaders
or organizers have essential qualities such as a
relationship of trust and flexibility, and evaluate the likely
success of a proposed project or get a struggling effort
back on track. Examples, definitions, and a detailed
bibliography make this report even more valuable. Wilder
Research Center scoured the literature, contacted
resource centers, and spoke with community
development experts across the country. The result is
concrete, understandable research based on real-life
experiences. The 28 factors in this report are grouped
by: 1) characteristics of the community 2) characteristics
of the community building process 3) characteristics of
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community building organizers. Detailed descriptions and
case examples of how each factor plays out are followed
by practical questions you can use to assess your work.
In addition to the factors, you also get working definitions
for community, community building, and many other
terms; a list of resources and contacts in the field; an
explanation of how the research was done; and a
complete bibliography of all the studies used in this
report. Now you can save time looking for best-practice
information. With this concise report, you've got the tools
to help your community building work succeed!
In the world of recovery, there has been a shift from
using the word "victim" to "survivor" when describing
those who have been abused. This new label conveys
strength-to empower and to embolden you as you begin
the journey of recovery. While moving from victim to
survivor is an important step in the healing process, it
does not go far enough in framing an identity that leads
to a thriving and powerful life. In Beyond Surviving,
author Rachel Grant, a trauma recovery coach, provides
an understanding of the three stages of recovery-victim,
survivor, and beyond surviving-and offers survivors
guidance and tools for reaching the third stage of
recovery. Based on cognitive behavioral techniques,
neurological science, the power of language to heal, and
Grant's personal journey, Beyond Surviving teaches you
how to actively challenge and break the patterns of
thought and behavior that result from sexual abuse. It
explores how different areas of life are impacted by
abuse and communicates valuable skills for gaining a
new perspective that inspires action and change. It
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provides an opportunity to refl ect and practice these
new skills through exercises and assignments. Beyond
Surviving enables survivors of sexual abuse to take back
their rights and realize their own ability to make powerful
choices about who they are and how they live. This
guidebook offers an opportunity to reach the fi nal stage
of recovery and begin living authentically and free from
the burdens of past experiences.
The no-cost way to improve your organization on a daily
basis Most nonprofits are already benchmarking
informally. This unique book defines a formal way to
benchmark. You'll learn how to prepare your
organization, measure performance, and implement best
practices as well as learning the five key steps of
benchmarking, the arguments against
benchmarking—and why you should disregard them, how
benchmarking differs from evaluation and assessment,
how to form a benchmarking team, how to create a
“success equation” that helps you measure your
organization’s performance, how to make sure to
measure what matters, how to choose your
benchmarking partners—and what you can learn from the
“wrong” partner, and how to overcome staff resistance
to benchmarking. Practical tools help you benchmark
what matters Real-world examples illustrate
benchmarking in action. Exercises and worksheets guide
you through processes such as drafting a benchmarking
plan; identifying and analyzing the things in your
organization that need improvement; prioritizing which
processes to focus on; identifying your CTQ (critical to
quality) outcomes; and more. The way to survive as a
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nonprofit in today’s market is to thrive. With so many
organizations seeking the same dollars, only the best will
endure. Benchmarking ensures that your organization is
always operating at peak performance. It’s something
you can’t afford not to do—especially since you can do it
for free!
Don't just wish for marketing results—get them! If
marketing seems too commercial or too complex, or if
your current efforts aren't delivering results, this book is
for you. With this helpful guide, you can create a simple,
usable marketing plan designed to get results! Since its
first edition in 1990, the Marketing Workbook has helped
thousands like you use marketing to reach the people
you want to help—and attract the money and support your
organization deserves. Now, this updated second edition
offers an easy-to-follow five-step process to create an
effective marketing plan; provides an expanded
resources section including Internet examples; and
includes ""web wisdom"" to help you set reasonable web
goals, build an on-line reputation, and learn about the
possibilities and pitfalls of web promotion. Use it to be
sure you have the right services to meet people's needs;
reach the audiences you want with a message that
motivates people to respond; and make a strong impact
in your community and beyond. This book will guide you
through each stage of the marketing process. You'll learn
how to link marketing with strategic planning, set goals
and evaluate your success, conduct a marketing audit
using the Six Ps of Marketing, position your organization
in a unique niche, and develop a marketing plan and
promotional campaign. Plus, you also get 27 proven
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promotional techniques, dozens of tips for writing and
design, a sample marketing plan, a case study of how
one nonprofit implemented their plan, and much more!
Get the Marketing Workbook and start putting the power
of marketing to work in your organization!
"If we harbor thoughts of violence or hatred, or seek
revenge or retribution, we are contributing to the
wounding of the world; if we transform those thoughts
into forgiveness and compassion, and then move beyond
them to actually make amends or restitution, we are
contributing to the healing of the world. This timely,
powerful and compassionate book helps show us the
way." —Deepak Chopra "Nothing will help us survive the
present age more than breaking the tragic cycles of
violence and revenge that threaten our very existence.
To do so, we must honor our soul's desire for deeper
forms of reconciliation, a process that Phil Cousineau
reveals here as being on the other side of forgiveness, in
the ancient ritual of atonement. His book is a profoundly
important contribution to the healing of the world, and I
give it my blessing." —Robert A. Johnson, author of
Transformation, Inner Work and Owning Your Own
Shadow As indispensable as forgiveness has been to
the healing process throughout history, there is another
equally profound action that is needed for ultimate
reconciliation, which Arun Gandhi, grandson of
Mohandas Gandhi, calls “the other side of the coin.”
Turning over the coin of forgiveness, we discover
atonement, the half-hidden, much-overlooked other half
of the reconciliation process. Beyond Forgiveness shows
how acts of atonement—making amends, providing
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restitution, restoring balance—can relieve us of the pain
of the past and give us a hopeful future. This rich and
powerful book includes 15 thoughtful contributions by
high-profile thinkers and activists including Huston Smith,
Michael Bernard Beckwith, Azim Khamisa, Rabbi
Michael Lerner, Jacob Needleman, Michael Nagler,
Diane Hennacy Powell, James O’Dea, Arun Gandhi,
Kate Dahlstedt, Ed Tick, Richard J. Meyer, Rev. Heng
Sure, Douglas George-Kanentiio and Katharine Dever.
Atonement is put forward as a process that we must all
learn to practice—from individuals to nations—if we are to
heal our wounds and move forward.
A half-century after the “War on Poverty” of Lyndon
Johnson, poverty rates remain unchanged. Scholars
have advanced polarized theories about the causes of
poverty, as politicians have debated how (or if) to fund
welfare programs. Yet little research has been conducted
where the poor are provided a platform to speak on their
own behalf. While it is important to understand how
economic systems affect the homeless, it is equally
important to learn about the day-to-day realities faced by
those who rely on public policies for survival. Drawing on
the author’s experience working in the homeless
community, this book presents some of their stories of
loss, abuse, addiction, and marginalization through
interviews, observations, and ethnographic research.
Journey Beyond AbuseA Step-by-step Guide to
Facilitating Women's Domestic Abuse GroupsFieldstone
Alliance
When women and men experience trauma or severe life
stressors including sexual abuse, it is not uncommon for
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their lives to unravel. Acclaimed Australian motivational
speaker Di Riddell’s great passion is showing you that
you can re-activate and tap into your inner confidence
and self-esteem bringing new energy and joy into your
life, so you can know yourself as peaceful, complete,
whole and safe. Abuse knows no boundaries: it has
many faces and wears different masks. The new edition
of BEYOND ABUSE contains Di’s advice for abuse
victims in modern times of both genders and nine original
stories contributed from real men and women of all ages.
Mental and physical abuse has been happening before
#metoo exposed it as an unfortunate everyday
occurrence. Di is a mature woman whose passion is
living with confidence after healing from sexual abuse.
She shows a real and authentic approach to life and
shares freely her incredible experiences, turning lemons
into lemonade. p.p1 {margin: 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px;
font: 12.0px Helvetica; color: #454545} p.p2 {margin:
0.0px 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px; font: 12.0px Helvetica; color:
#454545; min-height: 14.0px}
Think about funding problems in a new way Coping with
Cutbacks can help you deal with funding problems in a
new way. Successful nonprofits today see that solutions
of the past won't work in the long-run. Authors Angelica
and Hyman urge you to take a different approach,
shifting your thinking from ""How do we get more money
to keep our nonprofit in business?"" to ""How do we
involve other segments of the community to address
community issues?"" How to go about working together
The first part of the book shows you practical ways to
involve business, government, and other nonprofits to
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solve problems together. In the process, you'll be making
new connections, creating buy-in, and bringing new
partners to the table. The second part of this unique
guide gives you a six-step process for coming up with
solutions to problems--financial or otherwise--that your
organization is facing. The steps are similar to what a
consultant might use to help you clarify the problem, set
up criteria for success, brainstorm strategies, and finally,
pick the best strategies. Detailed worksheets walk you
through each step and help you write a workplan. Find
immediate help with 185 specific cutback strategies
Coping with Cutbacks also includes 185 specific cutback
strategies gathered from interviews with a wide variety of
nonprofit managers. These strategies can be put to use
right away to help you overcome short-term crises,
manage change, and use your resources more
effectively. You'll learn 51 ways to increase revenues,
manage money differently, increase fund-raising, expand
services, and improve productivity; 64 ways to cut costs,
deal with bills, modify staffing, and change services; 28
ways to change how your organization works, including
its mission, culture, and structure; 40 ways to involve
more people in solving your problem, including other
nonprofits, businesses, the community, and the
government; and much more!
Maybe the only thing new about sexual abuse is quality
discussion from several professions (psychology,
theology, and pastoral care). Here are the insights of
over two dozen psychologists, theologians, and those in
pastoral care, all targeting the issue of sexual abuse.
Designed as a resource for Christian educators,
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therapists, pastors, social workers, group leaders, and
survivors, The Long Journey Home combines current
research in mental health with rich theological reflection,
global concern with fervent pastoral wisdom for the local
faith community. Whether you are a counselor,
professor, pastor, or spouse of a survivor, you hold in
your hand a fresh resource of information and advocacy
for those suffering from the devastating effects of sexual
abuse and rape. The breadth of material, biblical insight,
discussion questions, and helpful resources gathered
here just may be the tool of a generation.
CD-ROM contains: integration plan software,
worksheets, pre and post merger assessment tool,
sample human resource audit and sample technology
audit.
Traditional Chinese edition of The Untethered Soul: the
journey beyond yourself. As a spiritual teacher, Michael
Singer takes us step by step through the practice of
intellectual Yoga; help liberate us from our self-image
and become a happy and creative soul. In Traditional
Chinese. Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
How to foster community problem solving: Filled with
fresh ideas, concrete strategies, wisdom from the field,
compelling case studies, and contact information,
Community Visions, Community Solutions provokes both
thought and action, fosters new ideas, and leads to
solutions. This book is for community, independent,
public, family, or corporate foundations; federated giving
organizations; government agencies; corporate giving
programs; capacity building providers; independent
consultants; management support organizations; forPage 26/27
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profit consulting firms; intermediary organizations; retired
executives; community support organizations; state
associations of nonprofits; research groups; staff or
trustees of a nonprofit; and academic institutions.
Benefits you'll get include a three-step process for laying
groundwork for community-wide change, pros and cons
of different community governance strategies, three
strategies for funding solutions, a list of community
support organization dos and don'ts, case studies, and
an extensive resource list for further reading. This book
is the second in a series of funders guides developed by
Fieldstone Alliance and GEO. The series is aimed at
strengthening nonprofit organizations, the communities
they serve, and the nonprofit sector through effective
grantmaking.
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